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You will need:
Sharp hobby knife, white glue, tweezers
Not required but helpful: Vision magnification, water-thin CA glue ("super glue")
We strongly recommend that you coat both parts cards with a clear spray coating (either lacquer or enamel) before you begin building this kit.
This will help keep the parts clean and allow for easy removal of glue as necessary.

1. separate the two parts cards
from the packet.

3. Carefully remove and discard
the pieces inside the stand, leaving
the framework. Cut part 18 from the
thin sheet, too.

2. on the thick card, carefully
separate parts 10 - 14, the oil
drum stand.

4. Assemble the stand as shown
in the following sequence.

6. When finished,
the standshould look
like this.
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5. Glue part 14 to the
bottom of part 18
before attaching them
to the rest of the stand.

7. From the thick card, carefully separate
the framework for one barrel. Parts 1-5.
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8. Glue 1 and 4 to each end
of part 5. Note 1 and 4 have
little notches. Make sure you
place the notches on the same
side of part 5. You'll thank me
later!
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Part 2 should have
a small notch next
to 5, just as 1 and 4.
Use some paper to clean
out any glue that may be
in the notches
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9. Glue part 2 on the same side of part 5
as the notches in 1 and 4. Glue part 3
opposite part 2.
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10. Release part 15 from the thin sheet
and make a crisp right-angle bend away
from the marked surface. The bent
portion should just fit into the three
notches in the framework. Don't glue
it yet.

11. Using something hard and round,
pre-curve the barrel skin (part 15)
by rolling it on a soft surface. Be sure
the lines on the part are on the outside
of the curve.
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